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About This Game

Explore the most realistic and beautiful realtime simulation of 'Lunar Flight' in this unique and challenging game. Experience
the heart pounding sense of dread as you deliver supplies to moon bases with only seconds of fuel to spare!

A modern take on the classic arcade game, Lunar Lander, Lunar Flight extends the experience to a fully fictionalized and
accessible lunar module simulator providing a variety of mission types involving transporting cargo, acquiring data at survey

locations and locating lost cargo.

Completing missions earns experience points and money to be used to refuel, repair and upgrade the lunar module. In addition
to missions there are time trial challenges complete with online leader boards and a globally ranked ‘pilots’ leader board, ranked

by experience. To round out the game there are a variety of achievements to provide additional challenges and objectives.

When you think you've got what it takes, head online and go head to head in deadly combat against the best pilots in the world in
Lunar Flights Multiplayer mode.

A truly unique and challenging flight simulation experience, Lunar Flight will give you many hours of immersive, addictive and
rewarding gameplay.
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Authentic Newtonian space physics

Addictive, challenging Simulation

Earn money and experience from Transport, Survey & Lost cargo recovery missions

Purchase Upgrades and Action items for the Lunar Module

Online Time Trial and Pilot Experience Leader boards

Online Multiplayer with Weapon Systems

Random mission generation

51 Achievements

Spectacular graphics and effects

Award Winning Soundscape

Unique Quad view display

Comprehensive Replay System

Default X360 Controller Support

Support for multiple Input Devices (HOTAS)
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This review is more a review of the Steam Review system...but for what it's worth, this game is good. In my opinion.

People write these revierws (good or bad, for or against) like they know what they are talking about. In my experience, the
internet turns everybody into liars. It's easy to lie on the internet. It's easy to pretend you are somebody else on the internet. I
read a lot of reviews by people who are obviously trying to sound like they know something about the game they are trashing or
giving a thumbs up to. Like they went and dug around, kicked over some stones, rolled a pigeon for some info, and sat in a
library for hours hunched over a desk looking at microfilm of newspaper and magazine articles. I can garuntee that most of the
people that write reviews on steam have not really reserached anything.

I cannot tell you how many times I have read this chesnut, "The devs have abandoned the game" and then a couple of weeks or
months later there is a big update. I really really really wish Steam would just get rid of the player review system. It is too easily
turned into a tool of the corrupt and those with chips on their shoulders about this, that, and whatever. From what I understand if
you were born after 1985 the you are born with a chip on you shoulder.

Oh, then there are those people who have confessed to really liking the game and playing it for hours and hours and hours, and
though they --want-- to give the game a good review, they are forced (by what? Their sense of fairplay and honnor? Give me a
break) to give the game a bad review because in the fourth stage there is a glitch where the players legs slip through the floor for
about 10 seconds or 50 ft. Even though they have gotten hours and hours of game play that they even confessed to loving....

I dunno. My point is...stop reading reviews. Instead, use the review section to communicate with other players, and as a place to
post your \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 poetry.
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